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The Salmonid Enhancement Program
SEP Program Components:
 Salmon Production:
300M+ Juvenile fish produced
annually
24 major SEP operated hatcheries
and spawning channels
15 contracted community and First
Nation hatcheries under the SEP
Community and Economic
Development Program (CEDP)
 SEP hatcheries and spawning
channels produce 10-20% of BC First
Nation, recreational and commercial
harvest
 SEP assessment supports Science
and Pacific Salmon Treaty

•

Red dots are locations of SEP
enhancement projects
 Community Involvement:
15 Community Advisors support ~
350 volunteer projects annually
 Over 10,000 volunteers assist in
restoration and enhancement
activities (significant in kind
contributions)

 A half million B.C. school children
educated about salmon and
environment
 Resource Restoration
50+ restoration projects annually;
leveraging potential up to a factor of
9 per annum from partnerships with
government, industry, and NGO’s to
support salmon production and
restore damaged watersheds
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SEP Logic Model Key Objectives
Enhanced salmon
support harvest
access

Enhanced salmon
support stock
recovery,
rebuilding and
assessment

Restored habitat
and community
stewardship
support salmon
sustainability

Partnerships and
volunteerism
support salmon
rebuilding and
stewardship

Community Involvement and Restoration Program
• Resource Restoration – watershed planning, habitat restoration, effectiveness
monitoring, maintenance
• Community Advisors – support and expertise, oversight, resources, Stream to Sea
Education Program
• Hatcheries: Community Economic Development Projects, Public Involvement facilities
• Strategic Partnerships: PsKf, Pacific Salmon Foundation, Salmon Enhancement Habitat
Advisory Board
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SEP Habitat Restoration Teams
• 4 Area based teams:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Fraser Interior Area (Annacis and
Kamloops)
North Coast Area (Terrace and Smithers)
South Coast Area (Nanaimo and
Campbell River)
Yukon (Whitehorse)

• Teams vary in size and include
biologists, engineers and Eng techs.
• Other staff associated with funding
programs under Fish and Fish Habitat
Protection Program (formerly FPP)
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Role of SEP Restoration Teams
• Key Activities include:
– Watershed Planning processes
– Construction of new restoration projects
– Inspections and maintenance of existing works and projects
– Biological and physical
monitoring
– Technical support
(internal and external)
– Partnerships and
education
– Technical review and advice to funding programs
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Restoration Considerations
• Habitat Restoration is a tool for contributing to conservation and
recovery strategies.
• Habitat restoration can take a long time to demonstrate
effectiveness. Measuring the contributions of habitat projects is
notoriously difficult.
• Current efforts are focused on process based restoration –
restoring natural structure, function, and processes to
watersheds.
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Ecology is complicated and we frequently can’t
identify the problem – we need a variety of strategies
Development
Activity
Environmental
conditions

Water
quality

Ocean
productivity

Predation

migration

Competition
Water quantity

Climate
change
disease

fishing
Invasive
Species

overwintering

Egg
incubation

spawning
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Considering Climate Change
• Complexity of natural resource
management – “Its not rocket science,
its much harder”.
• “Rules of thumb” may no longer apply.
Importance of understanding research
science and emerging information –
challenge of gathering and
communicating this information.
• Scale of response is variable both
spatially and temporally, but local
communities have to be critical
players.
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Restoration Funding Programs
• The Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Program has had several
different programs supporting restoration over the last 6 years.
• There is a mix of objectives, activities, and resources for each
program.

Matching the scale of the restoration to the scale of the
problem - Large scale gravel bar planting program
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Restoration Funding Programs
Recreational Fisheries Conservation Partnerships Program (RFCPP)
• Established in 2013 with $55M over 6 years to contribute to the
rehabilitation and rebuilding of fish habitat in Canada.
• In Pacific Region, 258 projects totalling ~$19 M across 6 intake
rounds, leveraged another ~$28 M in cash and in kind support
from recipients and partners.
• Primarily small scale projects (<$250k) with community-based
recipients.
• Program sunsetted on March 31, 2019. No similar program
currently approved to replace RFCPP.
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Restoration Funding Programs
Strategic Partnerships Initiative (SPI) – West Coast Energy (WCE) – Fish
Habitat Restoration Initiative (FHRI)
• Led by Indigenous Services Canada, a 5 year initiative to facilitate
Indigenous participation in energy development. DFO is
administering the fish habitat restoration component of the
program in areas affected by energy infrastructure development.
• Between 2014-2019, FHRI delivered $20.8 M in funding to support
333 restoration projects working with 68 Indigenous groups.
• All funding has been allocated and no further funding is
anticipated.
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Restoration Funding Programs
Oceans Protection Plan - Coastal Restoration Fund (CRF)
• Launched on May 31, 2017 under Canada’s Ocean Protection Plan to
provide $75M over 5 years for coastal aquatic habitat restoration
projects.
• In British Columbia, the Coastal Restoration Fund has funded 13 projects
for a total of $18.6M. Eleven of these 13 projects, for a total of $17.6M,
contribute to improving prey availability for Southern Resident Killer
Whales (SRKW).
• Additional projects will funded from the recent round of proposals with
an estimated additional 11 projects in 2019-2022 totalling approximately
$6.5M. At least eight of these 11 projects will contribute to improving
prey availability for SRKW.
• All funds have been allocated and no future rounds anticipated.
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Restoration Funding Programs
Oceans Protection Plan - Coastal Restoration Fund (CRF)

• Multi-year funding allowed planning, baseline and
post-restoration monitoring.
• Collaboration across multiple recipients and areas
improving project delivery and monitoring results.
• Several of the funded projects are well underway with
restoration in construction.
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Restoration Funding Programs
Canada Nature Nature Fund for Species at Risk (CNFSAR)
•
•

•

Launched in 2018, $55 M over 5 years available nationally to support the recovery
of aquatic species at risk.
Priorities for funding based on 2 marine priority threats and 7 freshwater priority
places (2 in Pacific Region).
Expressions of Interest are closed and selected projects have been invited to submit
a full proposal.

BC Salmon Restoration and Innovation Fund (BCSRIF)
•

•
•

A joint DFO-Province of BC initiative launched March 2019, which will provide up to
$142 M over 5 years in BC to better protect the health and sustainability of fish
stocks, while modernizing the wild fisheries and aquaculture sectors in BC.
BCSRIF supports projects focussed on science partnerships, innovation and
infrastructure investments. Not solely a restoration fund.
Expressions of Interest are closed and selected projects will be invited to submit a
full proposal.
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Partnership Funding Programs
• The Pacific Salmon Foundation’s Community Salmon Program
supports volunteer and community–driven organizations that
undertake salmon conservation and restoration projects in BC and
the Yukon. More than $1.5 million is distributed annually. DFO
provides funding through sales of the Recreational Fisheries
Conservation Stamp.
• BC Hydro Fish and Wildlife Conservation Program(FWCP) is
conserving and enhancing fish and wildlife in watersheds impacted
by BC Hydro dams. The FWCP Coastal Board provides
approximately $1.8M in annual funding for projects in 14
watersheds in SW BC.
• DFO provides technical support and governance to the program.
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Other Funding Sources
• Many public and private organizations support Habitat restoration. DFO is
engaged in providing technical review, support, project and applicant support,
and monitoring for projects funded by many of these sources.
• Other funding sources: Habitat Stewardship Program for Species at Risk (HSP),
Aboriginal Fund for Species at Risk (AFSAR), Environmental Damages Fund
(EDF), Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC), etc.
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Recommendations for Habitat
Restoration and Conservation
• Longer term approaches tend to be more successful
than shorter term approaches.
• Projects that are supported by broader plans tend to
be more successful than projects done without a link
to a broader plan.

• We need to standardize and track habitat indicators
and status assessments.
• We need to adopt Integrated planning at a watershed
and sub-watershed scale, and then implement plans,
monitor, and adjust.
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Recommendations
2002

2017

• Capacity development takes time, and is a long
term investment. Investment in consistency
and stability of people is required.

• Small investments in core capacity over a long
term help guide and steer larger investments
over the time scales required, and allow for the
necessary planning, monitoring, and reporting.
• There is a need to apply modern tools and
systems to these challenges.
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Recommendations
• Land use and water use decisions are
made by other levels of government –
coordination and joint planning provide
major opportunity.
• Monitoring, assessment and follow up
are critical.

• We need to formalize mechanisms of
collaboration across levels of
government.
• Improved performance monitoring and
reporting are critical.
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More Information
• SEP Restoration: http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/seppmvs/index-eng.html
• RFCPP: http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/rfcppppcpr/index-eng.html
• FHRI: https://www.aadncaandc.gc.ca/eng/1453827551027/1453827575802
• CRF: http://dfo-mpo.gc.ca/oceans/crf-frc/index-eng.html
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Questions?
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